
Diskurs LMS – free platform for remote learning
Distance learning is becoming more popular. In order to train users to use specialized online platform of the distance learning system (the
knowledge management system, learning management system).

At the moment the market is mostly paid system. They often offer extensive features, which, however, in most cases, is less than 20-30%, and are
at the same time from 150 000 per year.

But what if your organization is not ready to spend that kind of money on the maintenance platform? The situation may be different:

An educational institution without proper funding.
The company is in the initial stage of introduction of distance learning, when development occurs at the expense of enthusiasts, but there is
no financial support from the management.
Teacher or specialist in any field wants to start training but unable to pay for the system of distance learning there is no possibility.
Etc., etc.

In such a situation will help a free platform for online learning diskurs LMS.

The capabilities of the system.
The platform is a website, a kind of CMS, i.e., it can be download in the form of files on computer and install on the web server or hosting and
then add educational content and to create users. Unlike platform diskurs LMS is that you can download a complete boxed system without any
limitations and absolutely for free!

If desired, you can use the "cloud" version of the platform: do not download, install and immediately get ready site with its own domain of the
second level yoursite.ru.

1. Standards support.
At the moment there are only 4 data transmission standard for training: SCORM, AICC, Tin Can API and CMI5. These standards allow you to
upload to the LMS e-learning courses created in one of the special editors (for example, Articulate Storyline, Adobe Captivate, Websoft
Courselab, iSpring Suite). LMS that support the above standards will be able to collect information about courses that can be exported to a
report.

Distance learning system diskurs LMS supports the loading of electronic courses in SCORM format — the most common format now.

The platform supports standard Tin Can API (stopping its execution), so that can store more detailed information about the courses.

2. Built-in editor of educational content.
A distinctive feature of the platform diskurs LMS — powerful built-in content editor. With it you can create e-learning courses on a professional
level practically without any preliminary do my essay reviews preparation.

Simple interface and a large number of templates and presets (39 types of content) will provide high speed of course development and will allow to
create such complicated materials as, for example, interactive video.

In addition to the course editor you can create different test tasks. Moreover, in the future you have the opportunity to evaluate not only the total
score of the test, but also to analyze the response to each question.

To add questions to a test you can list, which greatly simplifies the design and increases its speed.

3. Responsive design.
Diskurs platform LMS is designed with the expectation that the users will be able to be trained using both your computer and mobile device such
as a smartphone or tablet.

Moreover, since the smartphone can not only learn, but also to administer the system: work with users, to sign for courses, view reports and even
create courses and tests in the content editor.

Insights.
The distance-learning platform diskurs LMS is a good solution for small organizations, individual teachers and educational institutions. The system
can not yet boast very wide additional functionality or a wide range of integrations with other services, however, the main task of the platform for
knowledge management performs very well. And the built-in content editor allows you to quickly and without additional knowledge and skills to
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make your training site a beautiful and functional courses with a variety of tasks and exercises.

The icing on the cake is the opportunity to use all these features absolutely free. If you need a service to install LMS on the server or hosting,
technical support, redesign of the system or the development of additional functionality, you can always order all these extra (very reasonable) fee.

To learn more about platform, to test it in, download the installation file and learn tariffs for services here.
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